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15653 ______ Bill fly airplanes? Isn’t Is Do Doesn’t Don’t

15655 The _______ is cutting Tom’s hair. clerk barber baker plumber technician

15657 We don’t have much _____ to study. times hours time exercises book

15658 How much homework do the

students ______ ?

make do know has give

15659 At 3:00 we take a break and have

_____ .

class cold a glass some time coffee

15660 The student goes to school ____ bus. on by in to of

15661 _____ that little girl see the car? Is Don’t Do Doesn’t Isn’t

15663 August is the _____ month of the

year.

eight eightieth eighth eighteenth eighty

15664 This is not my book. It’s _____ . your us their mine yours

15665 Ask ____ to repeat the question. her his she my teacher

15666 We live _____ Broad Street. at on onto into inside

15668 You write with a pen or a ______ . book workbook knife paper pencil

15669 She ____ hot coffee. make hears wants drink wears

15670 I eat _____ apples a day. to a two an too

15671 This is _____ car. mine ours his hers them.

15672 "Is the movie good?" "

____________."

I do not I don’t see I know how I believe so I am not

15673 Every day I _____ the bus. wait for sit down look at hope to stand up

15674 He walked _____ than I did. fast quickly faster far fastest

15676 He checks the bulletin board _____ . every morning tomorrow not ever yesterday ever

15677 I _____ a sandwich. caught ate drank having cooked

15678 They’re ____ a cigarette. smoke smokes smoked smoking smoky

15679 He studied German three years

_____ .

ago since from left when
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15680 She ______ paying one dollar. did is does am –

15681 It _______ very warm today, is it? isn’t is doesn’t does has

15682 Mike, _______________ an extra

pencil?

has got one does he get have you got you have got does get one

15683 She’s very clever, ___________ ? is she isn’t she does she doesn’t she hasn’t she

15684 David, where ___________ going? do you does he is it you are are you

15686 Wow! It’s really hot today,

_________ ?

aren’t you don’t you isn’t it is it does it

15687 "Are you tired John?" "

________________."

Yes, I do No, she isn’t Yes, we are Yes, he is No, I’m not

15688 What ____________ at now? do you look you do not look do you see are you seen are you looking

15689 Jack _________ on the phone now. talks to does he he is is talking he isn’t

15690 Jane lives ______ the third floor. at in on over by

15691 They _______ at work. do does isn’t aren’t don’t

15692 I ______ sleeping at midnight. is do were was isn’t

15693 Last week I _____ in an airplane. fly flew flies flying fled

15694 He ate breakfast at the ______ . shower noon Friday cafeteria bed

15695 He works very ____ . fast careful hardly more careful good

15696 He is doing ______ . any place no one nothing busy study

15697 They are taking a break ____ . morning a few minutes ago yesterday at the moment last week

15698 He writes better ______ I do. well as than so then

15700 They went __________ the

restaurant.

on to from of at

15702 We were drinking coffee when the

bell __________ .

ring rang is ringing ringed rung

15705 There is no train __________ 6.50

pm.

between to from until about

15706 Is Sam telling ___________ ? the lie an idea a complaint a promise the truth

15709 ___________  a beautiful woman! How What Which Who That
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15710 Do the United States __________ a

big population?

has have got have got has got

15711 There weren’t ___________ fish in

the sea.

few much lots many some

15712 How much did you ____________ for

your shoes?

pay paid paying are paid to pay

15713 Last summer I __________ to France. am going don’t go went was going gone

15714 Peter is taking an umbrella

__________ it is raining.

but so and why because

15715 There isn’t ___________ soap in the

bathroom.

some a the any no

15716 These books are ___________ . Sue’s to Sue of  Sue her Sues’

15718 Where are you going to take

___________ ?

that bottles those bottle bottles this bottles these bottles

15719 Mary speaks English but Peter _____

.

does too doesn’t either neither doesn’t so does

15721 This book is _________ . my our mine her his

15722 They are listening _________ the

news.

to at on --- in

15723 He _________ because he was late. hurries hurried is hurrying will hurry hurry

15724 There aren’t _________ people here

today.

much many a little some a number

15726 "Were you in London yesterday?" "

No, I _________."

didn’t wasn’t weren’t did don’t

15728 _________ a good film at the Odeon. They give It has got There There’s It’s

15729 My television is _________ the bed. next to through up under between

15730 "How _________ this morning? " “

Fine, thanks."

do you you go are you are you going do you do
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15731 I Love pasta! I _________ eat it. never now don’t ever very much always

15732 Excuse me, sir. _________ speak

Italian?

Can he Do you Doesn’t  he Don’t Can she

15733 She _________ the picture now. is looking looks is looking at doesn’t look at isn’t looking

15734 "_________ are you staying ?" " At a

hotel."

How When What Where Why

15735 Miss Smith is talking to Tom and he is

listening to _________ .

him her she me us

15736 These are my suitcases. Please take

_________ to my room.

it me you them they

15737 The hotels in New York _________

cheap.

isn’t has aren’t have do they

15738 I don’ t _________ a pencil. haven’t hasn’t has got have

15739 John isn’t _________ the U.S.A.. He’s

British.

for in with from to

15740 My name is John. I _________ a

policeman.

am is have are do

15741 How many suitcases do you

_________ ?

has have are is do

15742 Mary _________ to New York today. go is going went does go is

15743 The food I _________ last night was

good.

eat eight ate eaten hate

15744 Who is sitting _________ the door? buy close bye by next

15745 He _________ drive a car. wants is able enjoys knows can

15746 I _________ to go to the bank

tomorrow.

must has had have will

15747 _________ a dog in the garden. It is It has They’re There are There is

15748 _________ oranges are very good. This There That These They

15749 John sees _________. she her his hers he
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15750 Sarah, what ________ doing? is she is are are you was

15752 The book ______ next month. is publishing will have been published is being published would be published was being published

15753 The film ______ already started

when we got there.

had is was had had has

15754 Don’t answer the phone when it

_____ .

will ring rings is going to ring ring does ring

15756 At the time of the accident, how fast

______ ?

do you drive did you drive have you driven were you driving are you driving

15757 When you finish the course, what

______ ?

do you do you will do would you do you do are you going to do

15758 Who ______ English in this class? are speaking speak is spoken is speaking to speaks

15759 When I come back ______ you be

here?

will are do ought shall

15760 ________ you please pass the salt? Would Do Should Are May

15762 We’d better hurry or we _______

miss the train.

are able to would will won’t should

15763 He drove to work ______ the icy

road.

even though despite nevertheless although in spite

15764 He spoke not only Russian but

_______ German.

also not too neither as well

15766 He’s buying a bicycle _______ he

won’t have to walk to work.

a in order to that so as to so that

15767 If you could take a trip, where

______ you go?

do did shall will would

15768 It’s going to rain. I wish I ______ my

umbrella.

brought will bring had brought would bring bring

15769 I ________ smoke but now I don’t

anymore.

used to didn’t use to am used to got used to have gotten used to

15771 This soup is _____ hot to eat. much too very quite rather
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15772 The doctor made us _____ 2 hours in

his office.

wait waiting to wait attend for attend

15774 The river has ______ 10 inches

because of the heavy rain.

raised advanced climbed descended risen

15775 Who ______ you how to ski? taught said told learned helped

15778 I won’t go to the party _______ he

invites me.

while without since unless as

15779 We will stay outside _____ it rains. as long as as soon as until if when

15782 I explained to Jim how to get here by

car but perhaps I _____ him a map.

had to give ought to give must have given should give should have given

15783 I wonder why they _____ yet. hadn’t arrived haven’t arrived won’t arrive didn’t arrive don’t arrive

15786 She can’t ______ you because she’s

deaf.

talk to speak to look at see hear

15788 When I heard that I had been given

the job I felt happy ______ .

indeed at all totally completely extremely

15789 A trunk is part of a _______ . knife flower television tree telephone

15799 I’m sorry I’m ______ but my mother

told me not to run.

on time in time punctual early late

15800 My son is very ambitious. He keeps

______ me that one day he’s going to

be the President.

express to telling say to tell informing

15801 The Tiber flows _______ the city of

Rome.

along through in the middle throughout by

15804 We walked out in the middle of the

play because it was ______ .

very funny authentic incredible enthusiastic terrible

15806 He lives ______ the sea. on at near in under

15807 Would you like milk or water _____

your meal?

with for to together at
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15808 Barry Jones was seriously ________

in a car accident last week.

injure injuring injuries injured injury

15811 I wish I ______ give you so much

trouble.

don’t have to haven’t to hadn’t to didn’t have to needn’t

15812 He is ______ dark glasses to protect

his eyes from the sun.

carrying putting bringing taking wearing

15814 I had ______ hard time doing this

exercise.

such such a so a so very

15815 She works in a hospital _____ nurse. like like a as as a for a

15816 ________ he had a fever, he went to

work.

Nevertheless Although In spite Despite Even

15818 His office is on the third _____ of the

building.

stairs flat floor level ground

15819 He worked so ______ that he needs a

rest.

roughly intensive hard a lot hardly

15821 The baby is sleeping. You ______ turn

down the TV.

had better would rather if would like to have had to would prefer

15822 There’s hardly any petrol in the tank!

You ______ fill it up.

needn’t must shouldn’t had to will have

15823 I don’t believe in ghosts. ________ I

have never seen one!

At last At first At least At once At the most

15824 Every restaurant has _____ own chef. his their its it’s one’s

15825 Last night, I was so tired that I would

have slept ______ .

anywhere somewhere however whatever anytime

15826 My son, who is now 17, ______

believes in Santa Claus.

already no longer yet still just

15828 "Will you be able to come to the

party?"    "I _______ ."

believe yes don’t hope so ‘m afraid not don’t expect think yes

15830 _______ he isn’t doing anything. Actually At the moment Lately Suddenly Recently
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15831 What time is the plane going to land

______ ?

down out off ---- in

15835 This train is usually slow. Some days

it’s _______ others.

as slowly as far slower much slower than a great deal more slow

than

so slow as

15836 "Oh dear" I made a terrible mistake.

"Please forgive me." __________ ."

You’re welcome Never Mind Don’t mind me I beg your pardon Excuse me

15837 Mike was on the train, but Jackie was

_______ the platform.

on at over by beside

15840 I’ll have to ______ or I will be late

again!

mend me the watch get fixed my watch have my watch mended have repaired my watch got my watch fixed

15841 ________ we didn’t visit him in

hospital.

Sometimes Already Never Always Ever

15842 " ________ we go out for dinner?"

"Yes, let’s do that."

Shall Will Should Can Shan’t

15843 Before going out Mary ______ her

boots because it was raining.

put out took on put off put on took off

15844 Now that she has lost a lot of weigh

her dresses are _____ on her.

lose tight wobbly loose free

15847 Fred eats _______ bread! too many any so much fewer such

15848 I haven’t seen _____ this week. much people no people someone anyone no one

15851 At this time of the day if he isn’t at

home, he _____ be at work.

must can’t mustn’t is able to will

15853 "Have you ever been to Scotland?"

"Yes, I _____ last year."

was have been have gone went was being

15856 _______ those newspapers have you

read?

How many What are Which Which of Are

15858 If you’re not hungry, you _____ eat

your steak.

didn’t have to needn’t don’t need must can
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15859 I love your shoes! Where _____

them?

you bought have you bought had you bought did you buy were you buying

15861 I want ____ with me to the movies. you coming you to come that you come that you’ll come you went

15862 "What are you doing tomorrow

evening?" "Actually, I _____ ."

didn’t plan anything didn’t plan something ‘m not going to do

something

haven’t planned

something

haven’t planned

anything

15863 "Hello, Ann. How are you?" "Well, I

_____ to the doctor’s yesterday."

was have been went have gone had been

15865 It is much ______ in here. warm very cold warmer more comfort more warm

15867 I’m going home to change first;

______ I’m going out for a meal.

than then therefore so hence

15869 John _____ not done anything today. does will has hasn’t did

15870 John was born in 1970; so was Mary.

John is _____ Mary.

older than not so old as like younger than as old as

15872 When she finished her trip, she

_____ been driving for 10 hours.

had could was is has

15873 You ____ been running for 1 hour. ‘ve ‘d ‘s ‘re ‘ll

15876 The students ______ downtown if

they had some money.

went would go had gone will go couldn’t

15877 He turned ______ to open the door. the slot over the doorbell the knob his back

15878 The mailman was ______ by the dog. hit ascended hired bitten jumped

15879 The teacher is annoyed with him.

He’s rarely _____ time.

ahead at with by on

15881 The weather was good, so Tom

_______ to town.

didn’t go had gone is going was going went

15882 There were hundreds of people

around her. She was ____ .

in the garden in a crowd in a hurry in the dark on a bus
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15883 He’s on his way home. He’s ________

.

lost leaving home returning home going to work got no car

15884 He erased what he had written

because it was ______ .

right checked wrong leftover repaired

15885 He put the money in the ______ . cupboard cashier fridge safe oven

15887 John could not read or _____. wrote written doesn’t write write writing

15889 I’ll phone you ______ . while I was waiting when I get there because I was early until you finish since I have arrived

15890 During the last few years, many

people in the USA _____ out of the

cities.

will be moving has been moving are moving is moving have been moving

15891 The lifeguard said that swimming

______ after duty hours.

was allow were permitted were not allowed permits was allowed

15892 He went to the bank for a ______ . lift lump license loan load

15893 She will come if she _____ time. was having will have had has is having

15894 I can’t go shopping because I have

_____ money.

a little less enough a great deal of little

15895 If Tom weren’t so shy, he ______

have more friends.

wouldn’t ‘ll can ‘d should

15897 The meeting is extremely important;

all students _____ be present.

may can have must might

15899 The machine is out of order. It’s

______ .

new not working operating paying been repaired

15900 I ________ study but I don’t feel like

it.

might can will should may

15901 If I knew you were cold, I _______

close the window.

would will wouldn’t can am going to

15902 If I ______ you, I wouldn’t go. had been were will be am had

15904 Mr. Brown ______ some people

every day next week.

hired fired has hired dismissed will hire
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15908 The weather has been ______ hot

this summer.

unusually very much unusual too many as usual

15909 She got _____ she wanted. what which how that when

15910 What are you laughing _____ ? to at with so too

15911 They have bought a new car but I

_____ it.

have seen saw didn’t see haven’t seen never saw

15912 ________ are you doing that for? Because How What Whose When

15913 I didn’t understand everything she

_____ .

said says is saying has said will say

15914 We buy souvenirs to ______ . remember us remind us of places make us forget don’t forget places can always remember

15915 Rose likes to go _____ . swimming to swim swim for swim swam

15916 John has been smoking cigars ______

two years ago.

just already between for since

15917 The students _____ have studied

more.

will should shall can ought

15918 This is the best book I ______ . have never read buy haven’t ever read have ever read don’t read

15919 Jim wanted to tour the city because

_______ .

he doesn’t like cities it has many interesting

things

the roads are so bad he prefers country life there’s so much heavy

traffic.

15920 Jack is packing his suitcase. He’s

______ .

putting things into it selling it to someone not going anywhere repairing the handle shipping it by train

15921 She returned the suit because it was

______ .

a bargain injured brand new torn a deal

15922 He was half-way through the book.

He was ______ .

at the beginning on the top in the end at the bottom in the middle

15924 She ______ by her father. will see was seen sees saw was seeing

15925 The package ______ today or it will

get there late.

may mail can’t be mailed should be mailed is mailing won’t be mailed

15926 I ______ sandwiches many times. eaten ate am eating have eaten ought to eat

15927 During the thunderstorm we had

______ .

a lot of lightning a clear sky lots of sunshine a lot of snow no wind

15928 This is an important letter; it _____

today.

can mail must be mailed might be mailed can’t be mailed shouldn’t be mailed
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15929 My leg hurt last night because I

_______ a busy day.

had had am having hadn’t had had was

15930 The humidity is low today; the air

______ .

has lots of water is very hot is dusty is dry has some smoke

15931 She’s been living in Paris since she

______ married.

has gotten will get has got got gets

15932 Heavy things ______ by air. won’t send are not sending haven’t been sending must send will not be sent

15933 When the bell rang, the students

_____ the room.

leave was leaving left were living come into

15934 The wind ______ hard when John

left.

will blow is blowing was blowing blows blew

15935 He should have come last week but

he ______ .

did shouldn’t have didn’t shouldn’t hadn’t

15936 Before Tom went to class, he _____

his assignment.

finishes must finish will finish should finish finished

15937 I will wait here until he _____ . comes came will come is coming going to come

15938 Joe got up early today _____ arrive

on time.

because in order to when for so that

15939 We have thought about the problem

______ yesterday.

since from in as until

15940 He learned to swim ______ coming

here.

while as before when during

15941 The grass on the front lawn _______

every week.

cuts will cut were cut is cut has cut

15943 Did you have _____ on your

vacation?

a well time a good time several fun many times little time

15944 "Are you going to have lunch now?"

"Yes, I ______ ."

am going to do do ‘m ‘m going am

15945 The jet plane flew _______ the town. over under at on below

15946 There is always a good _______ of

food here.

choose varieties chose chain choice
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15947 "Whose book is it?" "It _______ to

me."

owns becomes pertains belongs is

15948 The sun doesn’t rise ______ . in the East in the morning in the West when it’s cloudy when it’s raining

15949 He is using scissors. He is ______ . washing his car washing the dishes cutting hair cutting the grass cooking dinner

15950 He could have ______ to the party

last night.

went gone go going came

15951 I’m sorry. Those items are out of

_____ but a new supply will he

coming in on Thursday.

stock style the blue the ordinary turn

15952 You can’t go there; it’s out of

_______ .

reach bounds sale sight service

15953 This kind of crystal _______ . It’s very

rare.

is well looked after is much in evidence is not half bad is much sought after doesn’t hold water

15954 John was orphaned at the age of ten

and grew up living ________ .

by his wits in an ivory tower high on the hog it up off his parents

15955 I told Mary your secret but I didn’t let

it _________ on purpose. If was an

accident.

slip by slide slip out ride off the hook

15956 Mrs. Franklin took all the money out

of the bank and left Mr. Franklin

___________ .

flat broke to his fate out in the cold hanging holding the bag

15958 "Now, Billy, don’t cry. Keep

_____________ ."

a straight face abreast a stiff upper lip a stiff neck a civil tongue

15962 I expect the mail to be delivered

soon, but I’m not holding my

___________ .

hat fire ground head up breath

15964 Those who where not fighting the

flames left the dangerous area with

____________ .

sluggishness zeal haste composure sloth
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15965 Just because her family is more well-

off than mine she acts in such a

________  way.

humble unaffected down-to-earth simple haughty

15967 I really need a raincoat. When you go

out, please try to __________ for a

raincoat on sale.

keep your eyes open be watchful watch out have an eye out be a watcher

15968 John almost had a ________ when he

saw his car had been damaged.

fix grasp fit grudge soft spot

15970 When Sally saw me with Tom, she

turned ________ with envy.

dark white green yellow black

15971 He let his success go to _______ and

soon became a complete failure.

rack and ruin his head pot the dogs pieces

15975 If you don’t improve your

performance, they’ll fire you. Can’t

you see _______ ?

the green light the writing on the wall the light of day about that the last of them

15978 Whenever they play the national

anthem, I get a _____ in my throat.

load bump lump mob frog

15980 Each student got a very high mark on

the test and the teacher imagined it

was the result of ______ play.

foul fair free fast frail

15981 He drinks a lot to drown his

________ .

joy sorrows luck delight thrills

15983 He is so depressed that he couldn’t

care _____ if he lived or died.

enough more less fully any

15985 "You talk too much, John.  ______ !" Chip in Choke off Clamp down Chew out Clam up
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15986 The crowd got carried ______ and

did a lot of damage to the park.

out off away over through

15995 Please don’t talk about me behind

_______ !

my shoulders the scenes the eight ball my back my face

16003 An ounce of prevention is worth a

pound of ______ .

concern cure care consumption cooperation

16005 The last time I saw Tom he was alive

and ______ .

vegetating catatonic vigorous kicking happy

16006 To spank a crying child just adds fuel

to the _____.

injury fire coal burnt spark

16010 After having worked in the garden

my hands were as black as ______ .

a bat blackberries a pod coal dirt

16011 If you "stand up to someone" this

means that you _______

are suspicious of him confront him bravely take advantage of him rub him the wrong way were caught in the act

16014 Things have been so hectic here this

week; we hope they will ______ after

the holidays.

look up simmer down beef up hash over keep rolling

16018 Someone who is lazy and unwilling to

make an effort to work is said to be

_______ .

slovenly slothful sloppy shabby slick

16020 "Out of sight, out of ________ "

means that people quickly forget

someone if he/she goes away.

mind memory thought brain heart

16021 The judge ______ him twenty pounds

for parking his car illegally.

punished charged ordered fined accused

16024 I think you’d better ______ before

they return.

be gone being gone be going to be gone don’t go
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16029 The hall was very crowded with over

fifty people ______ into it.

pushed packed stuck stuffed accumulated

16036 To promote him so quickly you must

have a very high _____ of his ability.

view opinion idea feeling thought

16039 He was busy when I phoned but I

hung _____ until he was free.

back off to on out

16042 This glass can _______ strong winds. support collapse blast demolish withstand

16063 AFTER A SHORT EXAMINATION THE

DOCTOR DECLARED_________FIT

FOR WORK.

THOSE THEM THEY THEMSELVES THEIR

16067 _________THE NINETIES A LOT OF

MONEY WAS MADE ON THE STOCK

EXCHANGE.

DURING SINCE ON AT FOR

16071 I WILL SEND THE MESSAGE________

FIVE MINUTES.

FROM OVER AT IN FOR

16072 THIS PRODUCT MUST BE

EATEN_________TWO DAYS OF

PURCHASE.

WITHIN AFTER BEFORE BY UNDER

16073 THEY'RE STAYING WITH

US_________THE TIME BEING.

SINCE DURING FOR IN FROM

16076 IT'S NICE TO GO FOR A

WALK_________A SUMMER

EVENING.

WHILE IN ON FOR AT

16118 THE POTATO IS NOT INDIGENOUS TO

EUROPE AND______IS THE TOMATO.

EITHER NOT NOT TOO NEITHER OR
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16119 ACCORDING TO CONSERVATIONISTS,

_________IS BEING DONE TO SAVE

ENDANGERED SPECIES.

NOT MANY SUFFICIENTLY SO ENOUGH NOT ENOUGH NOT SUFFICIENT

16120 TOM DRINKS_____WINE. NONE NOT TOO MANY FEW TOO MUCH

16121 DID YOU HEAR______ SAM DID? WHAT WHICH WHATEVER THAT THAT WHAT

16123 SHE WAS______I MET AT THE PARTY. THAT WHICH THAT THE ONE WHICH THE ONE WHO

16125 A CRIME WAS

COMMITTED,_________NO EXACT

RESPONSIBILITY CAN BE FOUND.

FOR WHOM FOR WHICH WHICH OF WHAT FOR WHOSE

16126 THREE CANDIDATES WILL BE

SELECTED FOR THE POST, BUT WE

DON'T KNOW_____

THAT WHICH ONES THOSE THAT ONE WHAT ONES

16127 _____HOTEL IS THE DELEGATION

STAYING?

IN WHICH WHERE HOW FAR WHICH WHOSE

16129 _____WORKS HARD WILL SUCCEED. HE WHO THE ONE HIM THAT HIM WHO THAT WHO

16130 _________DO YOU CALL THIS

EQUIPMENT?

OF WHICH WHAT WHOSE WHERE WHICH

16132 THIS ASSEMBLY,______ LEGALLY

CONSTITUTED, MUST BE RESPECTED.

WHICH IS WHAT IS WHO IS WHICH ARE THAT ARE

16135 THE CAR_________WON THE RACE

WAS NOT A FERRARI.

WHOM WHOSE WHO WHAT WHICH

16136 THE QUESTION OF _____ OF THEM IS

WINNNG IS NOT IMPORTANT.

WHAT WHETHER ONE WHICH WHAT ONE

16138 I'VE LOST COUNT OF_________

TIMES I'VE BROKEN MY GLASSES.

HOW MUCH MANY MUCH HOW MANY HOW LONG
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16139 SUSAN WAS GIVEN A BONUS

BECAUSE SHE HAD

WORKED_________OF ALL HER

COLLEAGUES.

THE HARDEST TOO HARD MUCH HARDER HARDLY AS HARD

16140 SHE'S ALREADY________HER

BROTHER.

SO TALL THAN AS TALL AS AS TALL AS TALL THAN SO TALL AS

16143 COMPUTERS ARE

FAR_________THAN PEOPLE ARE.

MOST EFFICIENT AS EFFICIENT MORE EFFICIENT THAN EFFICIENT SO EFFICIENT

16144 THE REGION WAS CONSIDERED THE

_____ PRODUCTIVE IN ITALY.

SO MUCH MOST MORE BIGGER AS

16145 IT'S_________EXPENSIVE FOR A

EUROPEAN STUDENT TO STUDY IN

AMERICA.

SO MUCH TOO MUCH VERY MUCH A LOT TOO

16146 LONDON IS_________THAN NEW

YORK.

OLDER OLD ELDER ELDEST OLDEST

16149 TOKYO IS_________EXPENSIVE CITY

IN THE WORLD.

THE MOST MORE MUCH MORE THE MORE THE UTMOST

16151 NONE OF THE TEAM CAN

WORK_________AS PAOLO CAN.

AS QUICKLY TOO QUICKLY THE QUICKEST SO QUICKLY QUICKER

16153 SUSAN IS________ HILARY. MUCH PRETTIER THAN A LOT PRETTY THAN MORE PRETTIER THAN A LOT PRETTIER THAT MUCH MORE PRETTY

THAT

16154 THEY BROUGHT ME________ THE LATEST NEWS LATEST NEWS THE LATE NEWS THE LAST NEWS LAST NEWS

16157 PARENTS LET_________ OUT A LOT

LATER THEY USED TO.

LET STAY THEIR

CHILDREN

THEIR CHILDREN STAY TO THEIR CHILDREN TO

STAY

THEIR CHILDREN TO

STAY

TO THEIR CHILDREN

STAYING

16158 _____I USE YOUR CELLULAR PHONE

FOR A MOMENT TO MAKE AN

URGENT CALL?

SHALL WOULD MAY MIGHT WILL

16159 HE_________A YEAR WRITING HIS

PRESENTATION AS HIS SPEAKING

TIME WAS ONLY FIVE MINUTES.

DIDN'T HAD TO SPEND MUSTN'T SPEND MUSTN'T HAVE SPENT DIDN'T SPENT NEEDN'T HAVE SPENT
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16160 HE________THE PROJECT A MONTH

AGO, BUT HE IS STILL IN THE MIDDLE

OF IT.

HAD TO BE FINISHED MUST HAVE FINISHED NEEDED FINISHING SHOULD HAVE FINISHED OUGHT FINISH

16162 SOMETHING _______ TO IMPROVE

OUR PERFORMANCE.

SHOULD TO BE DONE MUST DO MUST BE DONE IS DONE NEED BE DONE

16163 I_________TO GO TO THE POLICE

STATION THIS MORNING.

SHALL SHOULD HAVE MUST WILL

16165 WHEN YOU GO TO ENGLAND FROM

ITALY YOU_________GET A VISA

NEEDN'T MUSTN'T NOT NEED DON'T HAVE DON'T NEED

16166 _____ I OPEN A WINDOW? IT'S VERY

HOT IN HERE.

WILL NEED SHALL HAVE TO MUST

16167 THIS FORM_________BE HANDED IN

UNTIL THE END OF THE MONTH.

DOESN'T NEED DOESN'T HAVE ISN'T NEEDED HASN'T GOT NEEDN'T

16168 YOU'VE BEEN WORKING ALL DAY.

YOU ____ BE VERY TIRED.

WOULD COULD SHOULD CAN MUST

16169 HE_____HAVE DIED, BUT I AM NOT

SURE.

MAY OUGHT WILL SHALL CAN

16170 THE PUBLIC_________PARLIAMENT

AT WORK ON THE CLOSED CIRCUIT

TV.

CAN BE SEEING TO SEE HAS SEED CAN SEE DID SAW

16173 DOES THE NEW

AMBASSADOR_________AN 

INTERPRETER?

IS NEEDING HAS NEED NEED NEEDING NEEDS

16174 WHEN I FINISH THE COURSE,

I_________WORK IN A SOFTWARE

HOUSE.

OUGHT COULD BE COULD LIKE LIKE COULD

16175 I WILL LET HER _____ DECIDES THAT SHE DECIDES DECIDING TO DECIDE DECIDE

16176 IT IS SAID IN THE BIBLE: LET MY

PEOPLE _____

GOES GONE TO GO GO WENT
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16177 HE IS GOING TO CHANGE HER JOB

WHEN SHE_________ A BETTER ONE.

IS GOING TO OFFER WILL IS OFFERED WILL BE OFFERED IS OFFERED WILL OFFER

16180 RESEARCH INTO NEW KINDS OF

FOOD_________OUT EVERYWHERE

IN RECENT TIMES

HAS BEEN CARRIED IS BEEN CARIED IS CARRYING HAS CARRIED HAS BEEN CARRYING

16181 MICROPHONES ________ SWITCHED

OFF AT THE END OF SPEECHES.

ARE BEING MUST BE MUST TO BE BE HAVE BE

16184 CAMERAS_____IN THE GALLERIES. ARE NOT ALLOWED IS NOT ALLOWED CANNOT ALLOW CANNOT ALLOWED IS NOT ALLOW

16194 SHE DOESN'T ENJOY_________AT

NIGHT.

FOR DRIVING DRIVING DRIVE TO DRIVE DRIVEN

16197 WE LOOK FORWARD_________YOU

AGAIN VERY SOON.

SEEING TO SEE TO SEEING FOR SEEING SEE

16213 I THINK THE SESSION_________THIS

EVENING.

WILL END ENDED ENDING END WILL ENDING

16215 THEY_________A LOT AT THE

DINNER LAST NIGHT.

HAS SMOKED HAD BEEN SMOKE SMOKE SMOKED WAS SMOKING

16622 The food I _________ last night was

good.

eat eight ate eaten hate

16623 She _________ the picture now. is looking looks is looking at doesn’t look at isn’t looking

16626 Last week I _____ in an airplane. fly flew flies flying fled

16627 He checks the bulletin board _____ . every morning tomorrow not ever yesterday ever

16628 He does his work ____ . good well bad careful a lot

16629 The student goes to school ____ bus. on by in to of

16630 The mechanic is _____ Sam’s car. fixing washing breaking stealing cleaning
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16631 I want to read _____ evening paper. a those ones these the

16633 This bus _____ at Main Street. comes begin start stops leaves

16634 The teacher waits for every _____ to

come into the room.

boys students child girls children

16635 Please ask Tom to come and _____

me today.

seen sees saw to see see

16637 Does he want _____ big maps? that those them this theirs

16642 There is no furniture in the room.

There are no _____ .

students labs tapes teachers chairs

16645 Please come _____ 6:00. on at in by from

16649 The news _____ good. isn’t don’t doesn’t aren’t weren’t

16650 Please ____ my office at 9:00. by come to at be there be on time

16651 Take a sweater with you because it’s

_____ .

raining hot foggy cold warm

16652 When the General comes into the

room, the cadets ______ .

hurry up stand up fall down sit down talk

16653 The driver stopped because the light

was _____ .

red yellow on green off

16655 I have to be there _____ 5 o’clock. for to by over between

16659 I hope _____ you. to visit visiting visited will visit for visit

16660 Can you tell me ______ to learn

English well?

what how which if why

16661 I think I ______ go to the park. ‘ll ‘s ‘ve ‘d ‘m

16663 Henry got a new tie. He will _____ it

this evening.

seat eat wear sell buy

16666 I want to try this suit ____ . on off out for of

16667 John is speaking _____ the phone. to on in through of

16668 They promised ____ us. visit to visit came will visit to come
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16671 "I’m sorry. This is not extension 3417.

You have the ____ ."

mistake wrong phone take a message wrong person wrong number

16672 I phoned Robert _____ he was doing

his homework.

how until while as soon as during

16673 Robert was listening to the radio

when I _____ him.

ring rung ringed rang ringen

16675 I know Mr. Smith. We _____ last

year.

met encounter saw introduced meet

16677 Paul ____ works at night. yet ever doesn’t sometimes doesn’t ever

16679 Harry didn’t buy _____ shirts at that

store.

much any no a great deal a lot

16680 "Hello. Can you ____ a taxi to my

house?"

call have send give drive

16681 _____ Jane reading when we walked

in?

Didn’t Wasn’t Aren’t Isn’t Weren’t

16682 She’s going to Holland ______ the

tulips.

to see see for see seeing for to see

16683 Mary ______ been to Berlin. ‘s had ‘d ‘ll is

16684 Have you ______ seen Big Ben? never yet ever before not ever

16687 The telephone company _____ Fred a

bill last week.

paid mails sent offered sold

16688 Do you want me to go or _____ I wait

here?

will am shall how long won’t

16689 "Can you fix the television?" "Yes, but

there’s a _____ for it."

change charge shock check choice

16691 I went to the mechanic to ____ my

car.

see for pick out see of look for see about

16693 The doctor told Bill that he ____

smoking because it is bad for him.

must to stop didn’t have to have to stop cannot stop has to stop

16697 Ray learns new words ______ . quickly very quick quick much more more quick
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16700 "I hope to see you in New York

______ ."

a year ago since two years ago last year in a long time in two years

16701 Take an umbrella with you. It _____

rain.

won’t might can’t would shouldn’t

16702 When he finished talking on the

phone, he ______ .

gave up sat up shut up hung up woke up

16704 The student has to ______ an exam. make bring do administer take

16706 Will you _____ this suitcase for me? carry show post mail make

16708 We will _____ the train if you don’t

hurry up!

catch get on miss lose forget

16709 After the sales clerk gave Miss Smith

the shoes he said, " ________ ?"

May I help you Anything else What do you want Can I use my credit card Shall I pay for them

16711 He has put his hat ______ . on in by at to

16712 People who are retired have a lot of

______ time.

busy much old free less

16713 He ____ the test because he didn’t

study.

passed promoted failed took made wrong

16714 Mr. Green is a good salesman, but

Mr. White is _____ .

best better worse more much more

16717 John is a teacher and ______ is Tom. too so or either nor

16718 I ______ my lesson last night. have studied will study studied ‘s studied have got

16719 The telephone line is busy. The line is

_____ .

dead not in use out of order in use broken

16723 "Will I get to the station on time?" "

Yes, you’ll have _____ time."

a lot much lots no plenty of

16724 "Where ______ we meet you?" are shall usually would like can’t
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16726 Yesterday I went to the laundry to

______ .

buy a new suit borrow some money leave my dirty clothes rent a car make a call

16727 They have ______ furniture for the

room.

plenty of any too a great deal many

16729 Mike doesn’t like to sing. He doesn’t

like to dance ______ .

too neither never either nor

16739 The heavy traffic will ____ us late. make have bring become get

16746 If Tom weren’t so shy, he ______

have more friends.

wouldn’t ‘ll can ‘d should

16747 "Did you manage to catch the train?"

"Yes, I __________ it."

took got on missed saw fetched

16749 My parents asked me to tell them

something that they _____ buy for

my birthday.

may can could were able to would

16750 Last night they went for ______ . a walk of two miles a two-mile walk a two miles walk a long walking two miles walk

16753 The child threw the ball out of the

window and it fell to the ______.

ceiling roof ground garden floor

16755 Would you _____ holding this box for

me?

like mind rather prefer like to

16756 He was told to get off the bus

because he couldn’t pay the _______

.

road fare bill journey travel

16758 We will stay outside _____ it rains. as long as as soon as until if when

16759 I wish you ______ type this letter

with no mistakes!

will can had had would had

16760 If I _____ offered a job as a clerk, I

would take it right away.

had been am am being were am going to be

16761 When you were 10, _______ ride a

bicycle?

you were able to you could were you able can you could you
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16764 "What _________ tomorrow at this

time?" "Probably sleeping."

will he be doing will he do will he have done he will be doing is he doing

16766 Venice is fascinating! I ______ more

time to spend here, but I can’t stay

longer.

wish I have wish I had wish I had had would rather have had better have

16767 My mother always gives me _____ . many useful advices very useful advice very useful advices much advice a very useful advice

16768 I was sure the beach ______ very

crowded this morning.

will be would be would have been was is

16769 If it ______ next weekend, I’ll go to

the seaside.

will not rain shall not rain doesn’t rain rains should rain

16772 Yesterday I met your sister; she’s

getting _______ beautiful!

always more more and more most and most the more and more always very

16774 My friend John is very good _____

tennis.

in for to with at

16777 _________ is your friend is also mine. Anybody Somebody Whoever Anyone Nobody

16781 My neighbor made _____ noise last

night that I couldn’t get to sleep.

so many so much such so such a lot

16782 They sat down to a ______ meal. five coursed five courses’ five-course five courses five course’s

16783 He’s above ______ height; about 1

meter 78 cm.

medium normal usual middle average

16787 You look terribly tired. You really

______ to get more sleep.

should must ought could had

16796 I’d love to come tonight. _______ , I

already have a date.

Luckily Fortunately Unfortunately Unhappily Disgracefully

16798 Your handwriting is not just bad; it’s

_______ .

terrific great terrified unlegible terrible

16800 Exercise makes you _______ . shaped overweight burnt fit overtired

16801 The shop is just _____ the corner. under at over round beside
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16804 They ______ him that the roads were

icy.

alarmed invited warned remembered ordered

16805 The math problem was ____ hard but

he managed to solve it.

rather nearly fair rightly enough

16806 If you don’t know the meaning of a

word, you look it up in   _____ .

an atlas a dictionary a vocabulary an encyclopedia a textbook

16807 Before getting on a plane you must

go _______ customs and

immigration.

to through by under at

16809 I’m going to the butcher’s to get

some ______ .

vegetables cigarettes fruit meat bread

16813 He asked me whether I _____ to go

out with him.

will like would like am able like would

16816 It ____ the first time they had ever

taken a plane.

is was had been will be will have been

16818 I ______ going without a hat and

seldom feel cold.

usually used to would am used to didn’t use to

16820 We arrived ______ late and got very

poor seats.

somewhere some time much some somewhat

16826 If George had tried harder, he ______

it on time.

could have made will have made might make was able to make ought to make

16829 They wore masks ______ be

identified.

in order to so as not to to not in order to not to

16833 Do you smell something _______ ? burn burned which burns burning burnt

16837 He always talks about it. _______, he

never does anything about  it.

Why Yet That Already And

16839 The sweater is worn out at the

elbows. You should _______ .

have it cleaned throw it away buy it wear it sell it
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16841 Who _____ all the tourists yelling at? was were is have been must be

16843 _______ her first day at the factory

Karen learnt a lot.

In At Upon On For

16849 _______ this year there has been a

lot of rain.

In So far As far as Until So far as

16852 In order to complete the

investigation, we need ______

information.

further more details too many far farther

16856 The accident may have been caused

by the man _______ hair was red.

which that whom of which whose

16857 If you’re free this afternoon, ______

you drop in on Mrs. Williams on your

way home?

because why not how about what do you think why don’t

16858 It was Susan’s birthday. Her husband

walked into the room with a _____ of

flowers.

branch brand bunch brunch bench

16861 Only ______ could afford to buy his

firm’s products.

the rich the rich being the riches the richness the rich person

16865 By this time next month you ______

many new words.

will learn are learning ‘ll learn have learned will have learned

16868 The students were frequently late

_____ annoyed the teacher

tremendously.

that which why what it

16872 Never _______ him so angry! I saw have I seen did I see I will see I have seen

16875 It’s time that you _____ what you are

told.

do did do did had done have done

16877 This is what you should say to make

yourself ______ .

understand understood to be understood understanding to understand
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16878 Bob had trouble holding on to the

greasy pole because it was too _____

.

cold heavy slippery hot rough

16879 I wouldn’t like ______ I didn’t believe

him.

that he thought him to think he to think for him to think him thinking

16881 If the soldiers ______ clearer orders,

they would have fought better.

would have given were given were giving had been given had been giving

16884 Tell him what ______ to do. does he have he is must he should ought he not

16885 He regretted having married her. He

wished he _____ her.

didn’t marry hadn’t married shouldn’t marry had ever married never married

16886 ________ my surprise I was given the

job.

With To By Out of For

16887 It seems ages since we saw each

other ______ !

last first ago before lately

16889 You must admit that dishonesty

could be _______ in a bank teller.

an expectation an exuberance intriguing a shortcoming a business project

16894 Nowadays, parents allow their

children to stay out much later than

they _____ .

didn’t never do didn’t use to aren’t used to used to got used to

16896 The less you exercise _________ the

risk of heart disease.

the greatest the most the greater more most

16897 I couldn’t recall _______ I had lent

my book.

to which to what to who to that to whom

16898 Since ______is paying, I will decide. it’s me it’s me who it’s they who I is me who

16900 At the last election the number of

voters decreased _____ 5 %.

with at of by from

16901 Not only did he divorce his wife,

______ he gave up his job as well.

so but even and also
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16903 __________ how things stand! Thus That’s There’s Such Hence

16904 When you are at the airport, why

don’t you ______ a car from the car

rental agency there?

lend hike hire borrow return

16910 All we see is the _____ of the iceberg

as six-sevenths of it is underwater.

top apex summit tip peak

16911 The management _______ the right

to refuse admission.

keeps preserves reserves holds retains

16912 Because of extensive road works, the

police have set up a ________ .

bypass diversion deviation distraction flyover

16914 They’re planning to _____ this space

into a car park.

modify put bring translate convert

16915 If you want to ______ something

done, go and see the boss.

let propose make leave get

16920 He decided to go ahead, _______

what other people said.

regardless of although in spite considering regarding

16922 He’s the sort of musician ______

enthusiasm exceeds his ability.

whom which whose that of which

16923 You can stay here ____ you remain

quiet.

until as long as as far as while during

16927 I work in the retail trade. I deal

directly _____ the general public.

with for through from by

16928 He is a _______ reserved person. rather better too quiet much

16934 Behave yourself Jack! Don’t carry

_____ like a madman!

on through out by up

16935 Good afternoon, _________ you

come in and sit down?

won’t do would shall wouldn’t
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16939 I never expected you to turn ____ at

the meeting. It thought you were on

vacation.

up in on around down

16941 She threatened to ______ fire to the

flat. That’s why I asked her to leave.

give launch set bring break

16942 He looks ______ people who just sit

in an armchair all day and never think

about doing something energetic.

up to after into for down on

16943 Mary was happy with the apartment.

It turned out to be much bigger than

she ______ .

has expected expected had expected expects has been expecting

16944 The player was penalized ______

having listened to the referee.

for not for so as not to so that in order to

16946 It is a good thing we didn’t lend him

the money. We ______ it back

might never get might ever have gotten might never have got might have gotten might not ever get

16950 I was wearing a seatbelt when the

accident happened. If I _____ one, I’d

have been seriously injured.

had been wearing weren’t wearing didn’t wear hadn’t worn hadn’t been wearing

16954 He said that if I had time I _______

wash the floor.

must was to have to ought needn’t

16955 I _______ whether to write or phone. think decide know wonder doubt

16956 I prefer hot weather _____ cold

weather.

with instead compared to than

16957 Would you be ______ to keep me

informed?

as kind as so kind that so kind as too kind much too kind

16958 He said it was time I ______ a new

car.

have bought will buy had bought bought buy
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16962 Bob likes bland food. He likes food

that is _____ .

sweet tasteless sour salty spicy

16963 If I had seen her, she ______ the

message.

would have been given would have given had been given might be given will have been given

16964 The Finance Minister will be making a

______ today about new rates of

income tax.

talk notice statement declaration discourse

16965 He sat there with his arms ______

doing nothing, waiting for us.

crossed flapped turned twisted folded

16972 The birds start singing at the _______

of dawn.

crack crash crawl creak crush

16973 Mary has red hair. When she joined a

club for redheaded people, she said:

"Birds of a feather ____ together."

fleet flock flee fly flea

16975 He tried to say the word on television

buy they _______ .

blacked it out blew the whistle blasted it off blew the cover bleeped it out

16976 If you quit your job, who is going to

bring home the _______ ?

bacon biscuits rolls butter bread

16977 Sally always wants to call the ______

but Mary doesn’t like to be bossed

around.

shots meetings bluff dogs off orders

16979 I’m trying to make some sense _____

what John is saying.

of with about from out of

16981 When she showed me her new dress,

I could tell that she was _____ for a

compliment.

fishing searching hunting pushing looking

16983 Prices go ______ whenever there is

inflation.

to the stars to the moon sky high straight ahead round the bend
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16988 People who keep saying that "half a

_________ is better than none"

usually have as much  as they need.

bottle loaf load liver cargo

16996 I’m sorry to make ________ but I do

need an answer to my question.

a fuss an exception cracks a run for it a clean sweep

16997 Come on, don’t make a mountain out

of a _________ . It’s not that

important

mole mohair molehill hill mollusc

16999 This whole project will fail; _______

my words. In time you’ll see I was

right.

quote sign write mark weigh

17000 These flowers will live through the

winter more often than __________ .

rarely never less not seldom

17006 It’s a good idea to set high goals but

there is no point in reaching

_________ .

for the planets an accord for the sky first base for the clouds

17009 The bullet struck the wall with such

impact that it __________ .

went through wobbled up tumbled over bounced off went right cross

17010 After being left out in the rain the

pages of the book were all

_________ .

flabby soggy soft flexible stiff

17015 Penny isn’t really a bad child but she

does tend to get ________ .

mischievous well-behaved joyful miscarried tedious

17018 The basement is so ________ and

dark that mushrooms grow there.

mild parched dry arid moist

17021 A flight of steps, a pack of cards and a

_________ of bananas.

clump bush bunch batch clutch
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17023 Clothes that are old, torn and dirty

are said to be __________ .

ruined wretched jagged ragged crooked

17024 If you need some ________ there are

some on the bulletin board.

nails tacks safety pins clips notices

17028 The first duty of the state is to

________ that law-abiding people

are protected from crime.

ensue insure assure reassure assume

17029 A bird lives in a rest, a horse in a

stable and a bee in _________ .

an eyrie a lodge a burrow a hive a den

17030 They had always loved and respected

uncle Bill. Whenever they saw him,

an expression of ___________

animated their faces.

austerity glamour awe prestige contempt

17033 John has a _________ this morning;

he drank a lot of alcohol last night.

hangout hangover hang-up hang around hang back

17035 He took out a cigar and after

________ off the end, he lit it.

snipping sniffing sniffling snickering sneering

17036 ___________ of geraniums stood on

the window-sill.

Bowls Pots Kettles Pans Pot bellies

17040 That year British Aluminium added

about 1,000 workers to its UK

_________ .

payslips payoffs payloads payroll pay packet

17041 More than 100 animals __________

in the circus fire.

flustered perished faked roared roasted

17042 When you _________ the skin of a

sausage with a fork, all the juices and

fat run out.

punch pick pierce pluck poke
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17047 One night the young boy ________

out of his dormitory and crept down

the drive of the base.

sneaked sneered snickered snuffled sniped

17048 The guest didn’t come to the party

altogether; they came in _________

and drabs.

drifts dribs drips drills dribbles

17051 A motorcycle sped past, _________

all the spectators with mud.

moistening swamping flooding splashing whirling

17059 She agreed to marry the aging

millionaire more because of _____

than because of love.

aversion awe anguish scorn avarice

17060 A ________ contingent of

demonstrators marched up the hill to

the Capitol.

clamorous groovy clapping glamorous courteous

17061 He tried to _________ his identity by

disguising his voice.

concede rejuvenate revise reveal conceal

17063 Who can feel anything but _______

for a man who has betrayed the trust

placed in him?

admiration homage esteem contempt approbation

17064 I can’t believe it! How could that

________ have been made head of a

school?

nomad wizard luminary nitwit genius

17065 When the Smiths moved to the

country, they were surprised by their

neighbour’s ________ manners

risky cultivated rusty rotten rustic
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17068 The doctor told the patient to stay in

bed for a few more days in order to

avoid suffering a  ____________ .

reiteration rehearse relapse recall recapitulation

17070 He was so upset that he could not

_______ himself from pushing the

man out of his way.

retain restrain retard restrict retrieve

17073 The New York University research

team is collaborating with the

Department of Health in its

________ for a cure of arthritis.

inquiry query inquisition quest quibble

17078 You would never believe how old she

is! Take a ________ guess.

broad big wild gross wide

17079 Her smile somehow ___________ my

day!

calls ends darkens makes does

17191 A widow is a woman ___ husband is

dead.

who whom whose which that

17192 Are you afraid ___ dogs? of the to a an

17194 When i finish the course,I _____ work

in a software house.

had been could can must should

17195 It's been raining ___ I got up this

morning.

for already since always just

17196 We haven't got much time. We ___

hurry.

must can shall are have

17197 By the time Paolo arrived at the

airport the plane had _____ left.

gone already yet none so

17198 I enjoyed the match. It was quite ___

.

ugly exciting depressing boring unpleasant

17199 I was ___ when I heard about the

tsunami.

scare happied bad disturbed horrified
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17201 ___ people were at the party? How much How many There What How little

17202 We are going ___the cinema. in at to on by

17203 Did you pay ___ cash? for between on in by

17205 He was ___ than his wife by twenty

years.

older happier good bigger little

17206 Hurry up! If we ___ hurry, we'll be

late.

don't can't aren't do have

17208 I always go ___ a walk with my dog in

the morning.

in for with on at

17209 I can sing better ___ you. less more as than so

17210 I didn't feel like walking, so I came

home ___ a taxi.

at with in to by

17211 I had a lot of problems with my

computer. ___ I sold it and i bought

another one.

In the end That Probably Quickly In the last

17212 I have to go ___ the bank today to

change some money.

in to at towards from

17213 I saw Shally this morning. She was

___ a bus which passed me.

in to by at on

17216 I'm sorry to trouble you, but could

you ___ me some sugar?

help slice lend throw write

17217 Have you ever ___ caviar? drunk eaten had seen taken

17219 Jack's father has been a policeman

___ 15 years.

since for by until before

17221 Look! The house is ___ fire. in by on to the

17222 I had a drink with John ___ Saturday. in the by from on

17223 I'm staying with friends in London

___ four days.

since for by from on

17225 She is very old. She needs someone

to look ___ her.

into before last yet after
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17226 She 's got so ___ money, she doesn't

know what to do with it.

any much no more that

17228 There are some differences ___

british english and american english.

before in by for between

17230 What did you have ___ lunch? for on to by at

17234 Will you be home ___ for dinner? when in time late just also

17235 _____ this city has a lot of problems,

I wouldn't live anywhere else.

Although Since As Because If

17236 An important point _____ up during

the discussion.

start got came made fell

17237 Could I _____ a return ticket to

Palermo, please?

book look write wear spend

17239 He stopped _____ his report to

answer the front door.

eating writing playing breaking winning

17240 I _____ to go to the police station

this morning.

had am was can would

17241 If I_____ a car accident, I would call

the police.

wacth saw find forgot struck

17244 It's a long time since I _____ on a

holiday abroad.

went go spend am was

17245 Parents spend a lot of money _____

their children's books.

for at to on in

17246 She is going to change her job when

she _____ a better one.

offered has offered offer could offer is offered

17247 The president, _____ is 68, is retiring

next year.

how who whom where what

17249 The ferry was delayed _____ fog. due to because for in as

17250 I have not had the _____ to read the

newspaper today.

chance sell fortune treasure ability
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17832 A lot of cities have a/an _____ for

fast public transport.

Underground Small Car Pavement Horse

17834 How _____ do you want? many tea many teas much tea much teas very tea 

17835 There weren't _____ at the meeting. many woman many women many womens much woman much women

17836 She caught them while they _____. Was talked Were talking Did talked Are talking Talked 

17837 Hi Jane, you _____ sad! What's up? are looking is looking look looks will look 

17839 I work from Monday _____ Saturday. to since on in for 

17840 Everything turned out well _____ the 

end of the story.

at for in on about

17841 The right opposite of  "Sour" is: Salty Bitter Sweet Light Sugar 

17846 I _____ my grandmother next week. should be visit visit visiting will visit would visit

17847 When _____? do you arrived did you arrived has you arrived have you arrived did you arrive  

17851 The right opposite of  "Narrow" is: Deep Great Tall Thin Wide  

17852 Excuse me, can you tell me 

where the nearest _____ is? I need

some rolls.

Baker's Bookshop Chemist's Confectionery Library 

17855 We did not make _____. many mistakens much mistake many mistakes much mistakes  many mistooks

17856 You should always _____ healthy foo

d.

Eaten Was eating Eating Eat Shall eat 

17858 The weather forecast says the sun __

___ tomorrow.

shines may shine is going to shine will shine is shining 

17859 We are going on holiday _____ the m

iddle of August.

After At In On Since 

17861 The right opposite of  "Silly" is: Happy Astute Clever Stupid Easy 

17862 Have you already seen the _____ of S

aint Peter?

Church Mall Hotel House Shop 
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17863 I have lost my way. There are a lot of 

streets and _____.

Maps People Crossroads Schools Curves 

17864 I do not have _____. Much works Many working Much working Many work  Much work

17865 Not _____ like maths. Many children Much children Many childrens Much childrens  Many childs

17866 Look! The boy _____ the hill. Climbing Climbs Is climbing Was climbing Is climbed 

17867 I _____ the pen before she did. Had taken Is taking Take Taken Took

17869 They were ten minutes late but they 

came _____ last.

At End For In On 

17870 It is Monday today. It will be Wednes

day the day _____ tomorrow.

Beyond Till After On Before 

17871 The right opposite of  "Cheerful" is: Angry Cool Happy Sad Nervous 

17872 Our town is known for its beautiful gr

een _____?

nature flowers ambient parks tree 

17874 He hasn't got _____ as a teacher. a lot of experiences many experience many experiences much experience much experiences 

17875 How _____ do you have? lot sheeps many sheep many sheeps much sheep much sheeps

17876 I _____ in this school for ten years. studied have been studied been studying have been studying was studying 

17878 Leif Ericson discovered

Vinland while he _____towards the w

est.

sailed was sailing  have been sailing were sailing  has sailed

17880 They got divorced two years _____ th

e wedding.

Till For Before After  At

17886 She _____ cooking food daily. liking likes like is liking has liked 

17887 I _____ my work now. Do not disturb 

me.

Am doing Was doing Am being doing Do Done 

17891 The right opposite of  “Sharp”  is: Unsharp Bumpy Clever Blunt Coarse 

18850 We … a drink with Peter tonight, he

has invited us.

will have are will going to have are having have shall have

18863 You'd better take the day off if you …

well tomorrow.

won't feel aren't feeling aren't going to feel will be feeling won't have felt
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18872 Of the two, Peter is … one. more intelligent most intelligent the very more intelligent the more intelligent very intelligent

18875 He has the same colour eyes … his

brother.

that than then off as

18897 I heard Mary … a lullaby twice. to sing sing will sing sung to have sung

18900 She's getting … up early in the

morning with a small baby.

used to getted used getting use to getting use to get used to getting

18906 Have you … all the money Charlie

lent you?

given out given in will given given back given up

18995 I think they … for us outside the

theatre.

will waiting will wait are going to wait wait can wait
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